VISION

Civil Aviation Department, Haryana

2016 : The Haryana Government is having 196 acres of land at Hisar Aerodrome and additional 3000 acres of land has been identified adjoining the existing aerodrome at Hisar which can be used for development of International Airport.

2019 : In the first phase, expansion of the existing runway from 4000 ft. to 7000 ft. and renovation of the terminal building.

2030 : Hisar airstrip will be converted as Integrated Aviation Hub, i.e having facilities of Cargo, International Airport, MROs etc. at one place, to boost employment and education, air travel, adventure sports, tourism and provide better opportunities to business as well as industry. It envisages development of activities like Aerocity comprising of housing/ commercial development, Global training centre to pilots / engineers / ground handling staff, Aviation University, Adventure aero-sports, Aircraft manufacturing units / defense components manufacturing units.